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A factorization method is given to extract poles located on the imaginary axis for 
J-biexpansive meromorphic operator-valued functions acting on an infinite-dimen- 
sional Hilbert space. Decomposition of a real operator in terms of real factors, 
applicable to Hilbert ports, is also described, thus generalizing synthesis techniques 
originally developed for passive n-ports. <’ 1985 Academic Press. Inc 

Hilbert port operators are a natural extension to infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert spaces of the operators that characterize electrical networks. In this 
general context, Hilbert ports are linear systems whose input and output 
signals belong to an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space [IS]. Hilbert ports 
appear also in scattering theory [ 10, p. 533 and in nonrelativistic quantum 
mechanics [13]. In classical network theory ([2], [12]) scattering, chain 
and transfer operators corresponding to passive &ports are meromorphic 
matrix functions, J-expansive in the right half plane Re p > 0, which satisfy 
the reality condition S(p) = S(p) (where p is the complex conjugate of p 
and S is the matrix whose elements are the complex conjugates of the 
elements of S). Consequently, passive Hilbert port operators (together with 
their adjoints) are J-expansive operators in the right half plane, acting on 
an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and satisfying the reality condition 
S(p) = S(p), where 3 is the operator conjugate to S in a Hilbert space 
where a conjugation is defined. 

Synthesis of passive n-ports by product decomposition of their charac- 
teristic matrices has been developed in detail (see, for example, [ 1, 3, 4, 8, 
9, 11, 141). These methods are based on the possibility of detaching poles 
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from a given J-expansive matrix function. In the infinite-dimensional case, 
factorization of a pole from a given meromorphic J-biexpansive operator- 
valued function in Re p > 0 has been studied by Ju. P. Ginzburg [S] and 
extended by the author [6] to extract an arbitrary number of poles 
simultaneously (in terms of real factors if the function is real). 

In the present article, conditions are given for the extension of these fac- 
torization techniques to extract poles located on the imaginary axis. The 
decomposition, when applied to a passive Hilbert port operator, is perfor- 
med using real operators of the same class with poles of first order on the 
imaginary axis. 

Let 2 be a Hilbert space, P + a projector in X, P = I- P + , where I 
denotes the identity operator and J= P + - P A linear bounded operator 
I/ is J-unitary iff U*JU = J and UJU* = J, where U* is the adjoint of U. A 
linear bounded operator Y is J-expansive iff Y*JY > J and it is J-hiexpan- 
siue iff both Y and Y* are J-expansive. The Cartesian product Hilbert 
space 2 x 2 is denoted by X2. Given two element of X2, x= (x,, x2) 
and y= (y,, y2), their inner product in X2 is (x, Y)~ = (x,, y,) + 
(x2, y2), where (.;) stands for the inner product in 2. 

Let S, be the class of operators S(p) holomorphic in the open right half 
plane (Re p > 0) except for a set of isolated points and equal to a J- 
biexpansive operator at each point of holomorphism. The class M, of 
meromorphic operators in the right half plane is composed of operators 
S(p) E S, such that S ‘(p) E S .,. We extend the definition of S(p) to the 
left half plane (Re p < 0) in the following way 

S(p) = JS* ‘( -p)J, Rep<O. 

The following symmetry principle is derived from the one established by 
Ju. P. Ginzburg for operator-valued functions that take J-unitary values on 
an arc of the unit circle: if the operator A(p) is holomorphic in a domain D 
symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis and takes J-unitary values on 
a segment of the imaginary axis contained in D, the operator A ‘(p) exists 
andisboundedforpEDandA~‘(p)=JA*(-p)J,pED.Ifp,isapoleof 
order n of A(p), then A ’ ( p) has a pole of the same order at -p,. This 
principle follows from the fact that the operators A*( -p) JA(p)-J and 
A(p) JA *( -p) - J are holomorphic in D, equal to zero on a segment con- 
tained in D and, therefore, equal to zero for p E D. When S(p) satisfies this 
principle, its extension into the left half plane coincides with the 
corresponding analytic continuation of the operator. Note, also, that if 
S(p) has a pole on the imaginary axis, S ‘(p) has a pole of the same order 
at that point. 

The following theorem establishes important properties of operators 
belonging to the class SJ with poles on the imaginary axis. 
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THEOREM 1. Let S(p) E S, be holomorphic and J-unitary in two segments 
of the imaginary axis with the exception of the points p, = io, and p2 = io,, 
interior to these segments, where it has poles. Also, let S(p) = 
(p-iw,)-“kCk+(p-iWk)- Q + ‘B, + ‘. . be the Laurent expansion in a 
neighborhood of the poles. Then, the following properties hold. 

(I) C,JC,*=O (k= 1,2); 

(II) CkJB,$ 20 (k= 1,2); 

(III) 

i 

C, JB: C, JC:/i(w, - 02) Cll(i~l -PI 
C,JC:/i(w, -w,) C, JB: C21(im2 - P) > 0. 

CT/(-ice,--p) C:/(- io+-P) (S*(P) JS(p)-J)l(p+P) i 

Proof Let p = io. Then, in a neighborhood of pk (k = 1,2) 

S(p) JS*(p)= J= lo-uwkl -*VkJC; 

+ lw--cowkl -“9(W-cok) (BkJCz--CkJBz) 

+o(lo-~o,l -2nk+‘), 
therefore 

lim Ip-io,12”‘(S(p)JS*(p))=C,JC,*=0 
p-iwk 

and 
lim / p - io,l “‘-‘(S(p) JS*(p))=i(B,JC,*-C,JB,*)=O. 

p + iq 

On the other hand, if Re p > 0, 

S(~)JS*(~)-J=I~-~O~I~~~~(C~JB~*(P+~O~)+B~JC~*(~-~~,)) 

+o(jp-iw,(-2”k)Z0, 

which shows that C, JB: 2 0. This completes the proof of properties (I) 
and (II). 

The proof of the third statement is based on the following inequality for 
operators of the class S, (see [6, p. 11 I). 

i 

S(l,) JS*(&) - J S(2,) JS*(k,) -J S(I,) - S(p) 

A1 +x, 1, + A2 A,-P 

S(UJS*(4-J S(MJS*(&)-J ~(&-S(P) >. 

12+x, ;1* + 1, A*-P 
,, 

S*(n,)-S*(P) ~*(&-S*(P) S*(P)JS(P)-J 

2, -p x2 - p p+P 
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where Re & and Re p are different from zero. Multiplying this inequality 
on the left by N= diag((1, - i~~)“lZ, (2, - ie~~)~*Z, I}, on the right by N* 
and taking limits for Re 1, -+ 0, the desired expression is obtained. 

The matrix inequality of Theorem 1 can be expressed more concisely by 
defining the operators 

T= 
( 

B,J -i(w, -w,)~‘C,J 

i(w, -02) - ‘C,J ) B,J ’ (1) 

Z=diag{C,, C,}, (2) 

V = TZ*, v(p)=diag{Wp)/2, WP)/~), 

L(p)=diag{(io,-p))‘Z, (&--p)-‘I}. 

Since B, JC,* = Ck JBf, then V = TZ* = ZT*. Taking f = (f, , fi > and 
h= (h,, h,), then 

WXf)2 + (w(p)h, h12 + 2 Re(Z*f, WW2 2 0. 

Therefore, (Vf,f)z>O, (Wl(p)h, h),bO and 

(t-f, fM w(p)h, h)2 2 l(Z*f, L(p)h),l=. 

(3) 

(4) 

A modified version of inequality (4) is given in the next lemma. 

LEMMA 1. Let S(p) E S, have poles at the points p, = iw, and p2 = io, of 
the imaginary axis. Then, for all g, u E X2, there exists a > 0 such that 

44 u12( Vg, g12 2 I (Z*g, uJ21 ‘, (5) 

where a is independent of g and u. 

Proof. Use of inequality (3) taking h, =(iol -p)u, ~2, f = tg, 
g= (gl, g,)eS’, tER, gives 

t*m g)2+ Ii% -P12(WP)% u,) 

Assume that pO, p& and p;j are points of holomorphism of S(p) such 
that p,-po=i(w2-w,)/2+a,, p,-pb= -i(o,-0,)/2+4,, p2-p[= 
-i(o, - w1)/2 + oO, with e0 # 0 and a; # 0. It is not difficult to show that 
crO and a; can always be chosen so that (p, - pb)/(p* - pb) = 
-k( p, - pO)/( p2 - p,), k > 0. In this case, it is readily seen that 
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Defining m = max( Ipr - pOl, 1 p1 - p&l) it follows that 

Taking now h, = (iw, - p) u2, a similar argument using &, and p;j leads 
to the inequality 

t2( vs, g)2 + 4(.=, g),l + (U/4)(% #I2 2 f-4 

where a = 2m2{ II W~~)ll + Wl(~b)ll + II WP;OII >. 
The thesis follows directly from the last inequality. 
The following lemma states the conditions required to carry out the 

desired factorization procedure. 

LEMMA 2. If the linear, bounded operators T and Z defined in ( 1) and (2) 
satisfy the condition ker Tn cl rge Z* = 0 (where 0 is the null vector, ker T 
the kernel of T and cl rge Z* the closure of the range of Z*), the operator 
equation ZT*Q = Z has a solution Q on a subspace dense in X2 and the 
extension of the operator Z*Q to all of X2 is a nonnegative bounded 
operator. 

Proof The operator Q is defined on the subspace 9 = ker Z + rge T*. 
If x I 9, then x E ker Tn cl rge Z*, so by hypothesis x =O. Thus, 2’ is 
dense in 2. Taking g = Qu, u E 9, in (4), then 

a(~, u)2( vQ4 Qu)2 2 I (Z*Qu, ~121 2. 

Since VQ = Z and V> 0, 

0 < (Z*Qu, u)z/(u, u)q <a. 

Therefore, Z*Q is bounded and non-negative on 9 and it can be exten- 
ded to all of X2. If R denotes this extension, then 0 < R <a. 

Remark. When considering the extraction of a pole located in Re p # 0 
(see [7]) the condition ker Tn cl rge Z* = 0 is a consequence of inequality 
(5), so that 9 is always dense in X 2. For poles located on the imaginary 
axis this is no longer true and so it must be imposed as an additional 
requirement. 

The next step is to derive properties of the operator R which will be 
used in the construction of the factor that is to be extracted from the 
operator S(p). Let us define the operators in X2, J, = diag{J, J}, 
D=diag{iw,Z,iu,Z}, G=(G),=J. 

For UE 2, ZGZ*Qu= (DV- VD) Qu. Noting that Q* is defined on the 
range of V, we have 

Q*Z(GZ*Q - D)u = -Q* VDQu = -Z*DQu = -DZ*Qu, 
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and, therefore 

R(GR - D) = -DR. (6) 

If we express the operator R in matrix form, R = (R),+ equation Z= TR 
can be expressed as 

c, =B,J(R,, +R,,)+C,J(R,, + R,,)/i(w, -02), 

C,=B*J(Rzz+Ral)+C,J(R,,+R,,)/i(o,-o,). 

Let us define the operators 

Pi= J(R,,+ R,,) (j= 1, 2). 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

From these definitions, taking (6) into account, we obtain the identities 

P,*JP,= (R,, + Rk2) J(R,i+ Rzj) = i(oi-0,) Rki, 

whence we may conclude that 

P:JP,=O=P:JP2. 

These results are used to establish 

(10) 

(11) 

THEOREM 2. The operator E(~)=Z+(~-~U,)~~‘P, +(p-~w,)-~‘P,, 
where P, and P, are defined in (9), is J-biexpansive in Re p > 0 and J- 
unitary on Re p = 0. 

Proof: Ifwedefinea,=(p-io,)~‘(k=1,2),using(9),(10),and(ll), 
we then get 

E*(P) JE(P) - J 

= (a, + al*) R,, + (q + a:) R,, + (a, + a: + a,a,*i(q - 02)) R,, 

+ (a: + a2 + a:a,i(w, -ml)) R,, 

= (P + P) (Z Z) L*(p) RUP) (1 0’. (12) 

In expression (12), (I Z)’ denotes the transpose of the matrix (I I). 
Therefore, 

E*(P) JE(p)- J&O, for Rep>O, (13) 

= 0, for Re p=O, (14) 

d 0, for Rep<O. (15) 

From (9) and (10) it may be easily verified that JE*( -p) JE(p) = I. 
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On the other hand, the boundedness of P, and P, indicates that, for p 
large enough, E- ‘(p) exists and is equal to JE*( p)J. This implies 
that P, JP: = P,JP: = 0 and P, - JP:J = -Pz+ JPZJ = 
(P,JP: + P, JP;) J/i(w, - w2) = 0. 

From these identities we see that 

E(P) JE*(P) = J, for Rep=O. (16) 

Using (15) together with the symmetry principle, we obtain the 
inequality 

J-E(p) JE*(p)<O, for Rep>O. (17) 

The J-biexpansivity of E(p) in Re p > 0 is stated in (13) and (17) and the 
J-unitarity on the imaginary axis in (14) and (16). 

The main result is the following. 

THEOREM 3. Let S(p) EM, be holomorphic and J-unitary in two 
segments of the imaginary axis except at the points p1 = io, and p2 = io,, 
interior to these segments, where it has poles. Given the operators T and Z 
defined in (1) and (2) in terms of the coefficients of the Laurent expansion in 
the neighborhood of p, and p2, let ker Tncl rge Z* =O. Zf E(p) = 
Z+(p-io,)-‘P,+(p-io,)-‘P,,whereP,andP,aredefinedin(9), then 

(I) E(p) E M, and E(iw) is J-unitary; 

(II) S(P)=S,(P)E(P), where S,(P)EM~; 
(III) Zf S(p) has a pole of order nk at p = io, then S,(p) has a pole of 

order nk - 1 at that point (k = 1, 2); 

(IV) S;‘(p) has a pole of the same order as S,(p) at p= iwk 
(k = 1, 2). 

Proof Property (I) is established in Theorem 2. 

(II) Given u E 9, h = (h, , hi ) and f = Qu, Eq. (4) can be expressed as 
follows. 

(Ru> uMW’(p)h, hh 2 I(& L(P) hAI*. 

Since LZ’ is dense in #* and the operators are bounded, the preceding 
inequality is valid for all u E X2. Taking u = L( p)h, then 

(w(pW, h),a (L*(P) PL(p)h, h),aO. 

Using (12) and the definition of W’(p) we get, for Re p # 0, 
(P+P)V%S*(P)JS(P)-J)Z(p+p)-‘(E*(p)JE(p)-J)N 

409,/10912-l 1 
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Now, S(p) = S,(p) E(p), therefore 

E*(P) F(P) JS,(P) E(P) 2 E*(P) JE( PI> Re p>O, 

and, since E(p) is invertible, 

V(P) JS,(PD) 3 J, Rep>O. 

The operator SP’(p)~Sm J, thus 

S,(P) JWP) -J 

=S(p){E- ‘(p)JE-l*(p)-s-‘(p)JS-l*(p)} s*(p)Bo, 

for Re p > 0. This shows that S,(p) E M,. 

(III) Given u E dp = rge T* + ker Z, then ZJ2 Ru = ZJzZ*Qu = 0, since 
Ck JC,* = 0 (k = 1,2). Therefore 

C, JR,, = C, JR,, = Cz JR,, = C2 JR,, = 0, (18) 

and, consequently, using (9) we get 

C&‘(p)=C,{I-(p-ic+‘JP,?J} (k + 3. 

From (7) and (8) for k # j, we have 

C, E ‘(iwk) = Ck - C, J(Ri, + Rj2)/i(cok - wj) = B,JP,*J. (19) 

In a neighborhood of p = io, 

S,(P)= S(P) E- ‘(P) 

=(p-io,) ~‘~‘CkJPk*J+(p-iwk)~“” 

x {C,- BkJPzJ-CkJP,?J/(p-hi)} 

+o((p-if3k)pnk) (.i+k). 

Using (7), (S), (18) and (19) we obtain 

lim (p-i~~)~~S~(p)=O. 
p - rruk 

(IV) This property is a direct consequence of the symmetry principle. 
Consider, now, a conjugation operation defined in X such that J= 7 

(here A denotes the operator conjugate to A). An operator S(p) is real iff 
S(p) = S(p). If a real operator S,(p) has a pole of order n at p. = iw,, then 
it has a pole of the same order at PO = -iw, since in the neighborhood of 
PO 
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and so 

in the neighborhood of Do. 
Therefore, under the conditions of validity of Theorem 3, a factor of the 

form 

E,(p)=I+(p-iw,)-‘P+(p+iw,)-‘P 

can be extracted from S,(p) giving 

S,(P)=S,,(P)R,(P)? with S,,(~)EMR,, 

where MR, denotes the class of real meromorphic operators. 
This can be readily seen noting that the operators defining the fac- 

torization are C, = C, C, = c, B, = B and B, = B, so that Rz2= RI1 and 
R,, = i?,,, and also 

Since Hilbert port operators belong to the class MR,, this decom- 
position is achieved in terms of operators which represent Hilbert ports 
with simpler structure. It can be interpreted as an extension of the classical 
method of synthesis of passive n-ports with poles on the boundary of the 
right half plane by factor decomposition (see [3, 8, 141). 

The extraction of a single pole located on the imaginary axis can be 
treated using a special case of Theorem 1. Taking f2 = 0 in (4), 

(c,JWf,f)(Wp)g, 8) li~-~l*> I(CX g)12. (20) 

From (20), it is straightforward to check the assertions of the next 
lemma. 

LEMMA 3. The operator equation C, JB:X= C, has solution X on a sub- 
space Y dense in 2 ijjf ker B, Jn cl rge CT = 0. The operator C:X is boun- 
ded on 9. 

Again, in contrast with the problem of extraction of poles located in 
Re p # 0, inequality (20) does not guarantee that ker B, Jn cl rge C: = 0, a 
property which is erroneously derived in [S, Theorem 6-J. 

The factorization theorem for a single pole can be stated as follows. 

THEOREM 4. Let the operator S(p) E M, be holomorphic and J-unitary 
on a segment of the imaginary axis with the exception of the interior 
point p0 = iw, in whose neighborhood a Laurent expansion S(p) = 
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(p-ioo)p”C+(p-ioo)p”+lB+ . ..is valid, such that ker BJn 
cl rge C* = 0. Given the operator E’(p) = I+ (p - ioO) ~ ‘P’, where P’ is the 
extension to all of X of the bounded operator JC*X defined on a s&space 
dense in ~8’ and X is the solution to the operator equation CJB*X = C, the 
following properties hold. 

(I) P’J=JP’30 and P”==O; 

(II) E’(p) EM, and E’(io) is J-unitary; 

(III) S(p)=S;(p)E’(p), where S’,(p)6MJ; 

(IV) S’,(p) and its inverse have a pole of order n - 1 at p = io,. 

A procedure similar to the one developed to extract two poles 
simultaneously can be used to derive these properties. 
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